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Jane's Fighting Ships is an annual reference book (also published online, on CD and microfiche) of
information on all the world's warships arranged by nation, including information on ship's names,
dimensions, armaments, silhouettes and photographs, etc.Its annual editions cover the warships used by the
different national naval and paramilitary forces, and provide data on their characteristics.
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Vessels acquired in the 1840s and 1850s. President Castilla sought to expand and well-equip the Peruvian
Navy. His naval policy was to if Chile constructed one ship, he should construct two, and he went on to turn
the Peruvian Navy into the most powerful of South America.
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The Green Island Group in WWII Two Atolls: Nissan, Barahun, Sirot, Hon--- Pinipel and Sau It never caught
the public imagination like Midway or Iwo Jima. But the tiny Green Island atoll just below the equator in the
South Pacific was a busy crossroads of WWII.
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